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et al.: Events

EVENTS

Dedication of the Midwest Dairy Institute (MDI)
Milbank, South Dakota, June 7, 2001
The Midwest Dairy Institute

The most complex project of the Milbank Community Foundation is the
development of the Midwest Dairy Institute. The mission of the Midwest
Dairy Institute is to train individuals for employment in the dairy industry,
to provide financial information from a commercial dairy to the dairy
industry and to produce high quality milk using best dairy practices.
The shortage of trained "labor" for commercial dairies is an obstacle to
the growth of the dairy industry. The dairy industry is making the transition
from a family operated system with a few employees to a family managed
system with many employees.
Milking parlors are used to their maximum efficiency. Because of
improved genetics, better rations and better care, dairy cattle are producing
more pounds of milk per day. In addition, the evolution and adoption of
modern technology into the dairy industry such as embryo transfer, artificial
insemination and computer technology, are creating more complexity in the
dairy industry. All of these factors create a need for better training of all
personnel in the dairy industry. To build credibility and a positive reputation
for the Institute's students in the dairy industry a set of competencies for
each area of training is being developed to provide an education and
performance structure for each student.
The Foundation is the recipient of a generous gift of an educational
center from the Nef and Gonzenbach families.
The Chalet is an 8500 square foot building designed by a Swiss
[American] architect [Erdmann Schmocker and Chau Nguyen] in the
manner of a traditional Swiss chalet. The building will serve the Midwest
Dairy Institute as a classroom and seminar location for students, interns and
dairy farmers. It features classrooms, laboratory, library, educational
displays and seminar rooms.
The Chalet
In 1999, the Milbank Community Foundation commissioned Erdmann
Schmocker & Associates to serve as architect to design a dairy educational
center. The Chalet is constructed on a site a few miles south of Milbank,
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South Dakota, and was completed in the Spring of 2001. The 61 'X 85'
two-story building is 8500 sq.ft.
The two gable ends feature an
"Alpaufzug",
designed
by
Hermann Schelbert, a graphic
artist in Olten, Switzerland, [who
also oversaw its manufacture and
shipping to Milbank.] Adjacent to
the terrace on the north side is a
small
memorial
garden
symbollically representing the
lakes, mountains and forests of
The Chalet, Erdmann Schmocker and
Chau Nguyen, Architects

Switzerland. The building includes
a gift shop, offices, a class room,
cafeteria, 'alpine kitchen", and in
the high ceiling a display area.
Meeting, audio/video and library
rooms are located on the second
floor. The interior consists oflocal
granite tiles and oak flooring,
plaster walls and spruce ceilings. The Cow Parade, design of Hermann
Schelbert, graphic artist, Olten, Switzerland
The exterior is an adaptation of a
"Swiss Chalet" concept. A pergola
along the terrace for climbing roses completes the building.
Slightly adapted, reprinted by permission
from the Milbank Community Report 2001

Chalet To Be MDI Learning Center
Dedicated as Memorial to Alfred Gonzenbach and Alfred Nef
by Phyllis Dolan Justice,
Editor of Grant County Review
The contribution of two Swiss immigrants to the economic development
of the Whetstone Valley and to the future of the dairy industry in the state
was celebrated Thursday [June 7, 2001] and again on Saturday [June 9].
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In a Swiss style chalet that will serve as a visitor's learning center for
future dairymen and women, the success story of Alfred Gonzenbach and
Alfred Nef was recalled for family members, long time friends and business
associates and distinguished Swiss and South Dakota officials. The chalet
is situated on the Midwest Dairy Institute's dairy farm located
approximately seven miles southeast of the city. Taking part in the
dedicatory program were the Consul General of Switzerland, Edward Jaun,
prominent Swiss-Americans, state and local officials and family members.
How the arrival of the two Swiss cheesemakers in Milbank in 1929 changed
the lives of dairy farmers, the business community and the cheese
manufacturing industry in the state and beyond was recalled by the
speakers.
A video featuring the two Alfreds, nicknamed Gonzie and Shorty,
responding to questions about their careers, told their success story the best
and delighted the audience. It was
made on the 60th anniversary of
Valley Queen Cheese factory.
Gonzie recalled his car trip from
Wisconsin to Montana to find a
location for a cheese factory and
the overnight stop in Milbank.
There men visiting at a service
station convinced him to go no
further. "This was the place for the
factory," they told him. He
returned to Wisconsin to convince
Max Gonzenbach and Rudi Nef, in front of
his partner that Milbank was the
portraits of Alfred Gonzenbach and Alfred
place to locate.
Nef
He and Shorty set up their factory
in an abandoned city building used
as a water filtration plant. The first day of operation they did not have
enough cream to make cheese . There must have been 17 stations buying
cream from farmers who delivered it daily in a large cream can. There were
small creameries in the area and "We weren't very popular," Shorty
remembers. When asked by the interviewer how they would be doing if they
were still using the old process, the partners laughed. ''Nobody would buy
our cheese. We didn't have a lab. We did all the work by hand."
Gonzie lived 10 years longer than Shorty, who died at age 86. During
the extra decade that Gonzie enjoyed he witnessed the continued expansion
of the factory. By the time he died in 1999 the factory was producing
millions of pounds of cheese and hauling milk in transports that traveled to
other states. Their tanks could hold a capacity of 5800 gallons of milk.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2001
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According to Rudy Nef, the Midwest Dairy Institute which had met
with encouragement from the Milbank Community Foundation, had been
making plans to establish a large dairy farm that would become a training
institution for future dairy workers. As part of the plan they would have a
milking parlor in a trailer so students could be taught how to operate one.
While negotiating for a site they met opposition to locating the large
dairy northwest of the city. Fortunately during this time the Dornamen
Brothers dairy southeast of Milbank was offered for sale. This is now the
location of the institute. However, as Rudy and Nef and Max Gonzenbach
tossed around the ideas for the
institute and were considering an
appropriate memorial to their
fathers, the idea of a visitor's
center and classroom unit occurred
to them. They agreed it should be
constructed in the style of a Swiss
chalet. To design it they chose a
Swiss
architect,
Erdmann
Schmocker, of Chicago. He was
among those present at the
dedication to explain how he had
Architect Erdmann Schmocker formally
adapted the chalet style to the
presents the Chalet
requirements for classroom space,
visitor's center and other needs.
The meeting room in the visitor's center
provided seating for more than 200 guests for
the dedication. The building was constructed
by Hasslen Construction Company, Ortonville,
with Jim Swanson assigned as foreman. The
use of beautiful natural colored wood makes
the interior with its open stairway and balcony
reflect Swiss architecture. Noteworthy is the
reproduction of a typical early day Swiss
kitchen.
The second generation sons, Rudy and
Max, wore Swiss style red and white shirts
and suspenders for the event. In welcoming
the guests to the dedication, Max extended the
greeting in both English and Swiss for the Edward Jaun, Consul General
benefit of those Swiss family members who of Switzerland, Chicago,
were here for the event. Extending best wishes presenting the good wishes of
and congratulations
from the Swiss Alfred DeFago, Ambassador of
Switzerland , Washington , DC
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ambassador was Consul General Edward Jaun of the Swiss Consulate
General , located in Chicago. Also here was noted architect Erdmann
Schmocker who designed the chalet. Swiss historian Leo Schelbert,
Evanston , traced the Swiss in South Dakota . Among the early missionaries
was Bishop Martin Marty , who came from St. Meinrad , Indiana, a
Benedictine monastery founded by Swiss Benedictines from the monastery
at Einsiedeln, one of the grand architectural treasures of Europe. Because
Swiss were taken for Germans or French, the historian stated , they were
often not identified as Swiss in historical accounts and in the census, yet
many found their way to South Dakota , often via Wisconsin , Minnesota and
Iowa.
The courage and fortitude of the two Alfreds were praised by South
Dakota Secretary of Agriculture Larry Gabriel. He said he was concerned
to find the number of dairy farmers declining in this state. He said great
efforts were made to stop the trend . Earlier in their video presentation,
Gonzie and Shorty had stated that at one time they had 750 producers, but
by the time of their 60th anniversary that number had dropped to about 350.
"But they are producing more milk, " said Shorty. Gabriel noted that the 1-29
corridor is now one of the greatest potential areas in the nation for the
increased development of dairying. He also commented on the fact that the
feed which is a by-product of ethanol processing is a source of more
nutrients than many other feeds . At present it is being dried and shipped to
markets such as those in California. He also stressed the advantage of being
able to feed it wet to South Dakota dairy herds.
Rudy Nef , who serves on the South Dakota Board of Regents,
introduced Peggy Elliot, president of South Dakota State University ,
Brookings . In extending her congratulations to the Midwest Dairy Institute
and the Gonzenbach and Neffamilies , she stated she looked forward to the
working relationship the institute would be able to add for students of dairy
science .
The role that their mothers , Trudy Gonzenbach and Hedy Nef, had
played in supporting their husbands and rearing their families was
recognized by Rudy, Max and his sister, Ruth Colby , of Minneapolis . They
described the real life romance that brought the two women to this country,
unable to speak the language and separating themselves from family and
friends.
During World War II, there were three years when no communication
had been possible with their homeland. Even as a child , Rudy said, he
missed having aunts , uncles , and grandparents. While the two families
became one, and shared holiday celebrations , for many years they could not
begin a holiday meal until all the cheese was made and the fathers could
join the party. The lack of refrigeration and the need for the same day
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2001
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processing was also stressed by the partners in the video. While the N ef and
Gonzenbach children lacked relatives for celebrations in their early youth ,
there was no shortage of them at the dedication for which second, third and
fourth generations of the families assembled .
Called upon as a long time family friend was Jim Gesswein of
Gesswein Motors. His father, the late Art Gesswein, Gonzie and Shorty
were great friends, always able to find time for a card game and
refreshments. Jim spoke of their loyalty in supporting his and other Milbank
businesses . Being able to supply them with trucks over the years has been
a great help to him, he said. He praised them for the contribution they had
made to the local economy.
On behalf of the Milbank Community Foundation, Bill Schuneman
offered congratulations and best wishes to the N ef and Gonzenbach families
for providing the excellent educational center for MDI's prospective
students. Nef in tum presented him with a framed copy of four letters which
summarized the planning and development for the chalet. It will be hung
there. Also on the walls are framed pictures which will remind viewers of
the history of the two families and the development of the cheese factory
and industry.
He introduced Carol Boos,
executive director of the
Foundation, who expressed
thanks to the guests and
speakers and invited them to
make tours of the building and
farm following the Swiss style
dinner.
On Saturday, during the
open house and tours of the
chalet and MD I dairy, an
estimated 2,000 visitors were Carol Boos, Executive Director of the Milbank
welcomed. KELO-TV, Sioux Community Foundation , unveils the Special Gift
of the Swiss American Historical Society : four
Falls, televised the event which stained-glass crests of the Gonzenbach and Nef
they showed in part on their families and of their communes of origin
Saturday night news program.
They commented that MDI is
the only one in the nation offering specialized training in dairying and dairy
management.
From Grant County Review, Vol. 121,
No . 52, Section Two , June 13, 2001 ,
reprinted by permission.
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Trudy Gonzenbach, a Daughter's View
by Ruth Colby

It is a bit intimidating for me to be standing here in front of you, but I
am happy to have the opportunity to speak about my mom, Trudy
Gonzenbach, and her role in the life of one of those Swiss cheese makers
who came to Milbank in 1929. Not only did my dad have a long successful
partnership with Alfred Nef, he had a wonderful 61 year marriage
partnership with our mother.
When I thought about what I might say
about mom, three very strong characteristics
stood out. I was struck by mom's ability to
have faith, her accepting attitudes and her
sense of hospitality. I'd like to say a few
words about each of those traits.
When dad went back to Switzerland for
six months in 1932 to see his family, taking
along a new 1932 Chevrolet he had just
bought, he was also hoping to find a wife.
He had not been too successful looking
around Milbank. He met mom who was
working in a Gasthaus in Herisau one
evening when he was there for dinner with
his parents and his sister, Lisa, who actually
knew mom. There was an immediate
attraction and dad asked mom if she Ruth Gonzenbach Colby features
Trudy Gonzenbach , her and Max
wouldn't like to go for a ride with him. Gonzenbach's mother
Mom admitted she was as impressed with
the car at first as she was with dad. She
went and had a wonderful time.
Mom was born in Austria. Her own mother died following childbirth
when mom was 10 years old. She left Austria at age 15 to work in
Switzerland and was basically on her own then. Her young life was not
easy. The work was always hard and the money always short. She was 22
years that spring when she met dad and after a short courtship, dad asked to
marry him. Of course, she needed a visa and that took two years, so Dad
returned to Milbank while mom continued to work, save and plan for the
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future with a guy she hardly knew in a country far from home. That decision
to marry Dad took enormous faith on mom's part. She had faith in Dad and
their future together. She believed that she would have a good life in the
US .
Two years later Dad returned to Switzerland and they were married .
Coming back to the states by ship they were subjected to violent storms and
almost everyone was terribly seasick - mom so much so that she stayed in
bed in their cabin for three days. Dad, of course, and one other guy were the
only two people on deck for breakfast each morning. Dad found three
German Lutheran ministers on the ship and took them to cheer up mom, and
when she told them dad was taking her to South Dakota they were very
sympathetic and told her she was headed for wild territory where anything
could happen. And a lot did happen.
The winter of 1935-36 was the coldest on record and the summer was
one of the hottest. When Max was born that July it was 115 degrees. Mom
didn 't know the language , dad worked 12-14 hour days, leaving mom to
cope on her own . Luckily she had Hedi Nef, who had been here a few years
already , to help her and to teach her how to manage in this new country .
Our two families, the Nefs and the Gonzenbachs, became each other's
family and support. We celebrated all our holidays together and I remember
thinking the longest time that Margaret and Rudy were actually my cousins .
A strong bond between our families developed that continues today.
Life those early years was difficult for both these young mothers , but
mom told me she always believed in dad and had faith that times would get
better , and they did. Mom was Dad's support, listener and calmer-downer.
She had this almost innocent way of believing the best of people. Her belief
and faith in us kids , Max, Heidi and me, to do the right thing , made us want
to, even if we weren't always successful.
Mom had the ability to accept a situation as it came, good or bad, and
make the best of it. She didn't fall apart in a crisis. She looked for solutions
to the problems. She was accepting of people as well, not judgmental. She
was respectful of others and willing to help whenever she could. I was very
touched by note we received after mom died from a woman who told us
about mom's kindness to her years before . As a young girl the woman had
an out-of-wedlock child and remembered that mom sent her baby clothes
and encouragement while other folks gossiped and criticized. Acts of
kindness like that were typical of our mother. This ability of mom to be
accepting was a great asset to dad, who counted on mom every day of their
married life.
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Somewhere I have read that hospitality is one of the simplest, purest,
most unselfish forms of friendship and compassion. Trudy Gonzenbach was
really good at that. She loved to cook and have people share a meal. Over
the years she was always hospitable to dad's business contacts and to their
friends as well. I'm not sure that dad ever realized how much effort and
energy goes into providing hospitality to others, but I do know that he was
always appreciative of her willingness to do so.
Mom did all she could to help dad become successful in the cheese
factory business. She was that behind the scenes support providing him and
our family with love through her faith, acceptance and generous hospitality.
It is good to honor her as playing an important role in dad's success in his
business.
I also think that it is fitting today as we dedicate this beautiful chalet,
that the wives and families of the Alfreds are woven into the history of
Valley Queen Cheese Factory.

***

The Gonzenbach shield "represents a creek (Bach). Gonzenbach means either 'goose
creek' or 'creek ofGunzo ' , a medieval first name. The family originated in Gunzenbach near
Liitisburg in the Toggenburg . The shield is from 1308."
Hans Jakob Gonzenbach (1754-1811) from Hauptwil served in 1798 as the fust
governor of the newly independent Canton Thurgau .
See Walter Angst , Progressive Rebels: The Founding Fathers of the Swiss Confederation
(Silver Spring, Maryland : Pelinicus Books, 1995): 119-120.
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Hedy Nef, a Friend's View
by Elsie Johnson
From the Eulogy given at Hedy Nefs
Funeral, March 13th, 1992

Rudy, Marilyn, Margaret and Dominic, our family empathizes with you
as we share this farewell to your mother and to our friend Hedy ....
Hedy has been a special friend to me, to my family since that very cold
December day in 1950 when we arrived to live in Milbank. Alfred provided
us with rental property and welcomed us to a warm house and Rudy
delivered Hedy's warm freshly baked rolls in the afternoon. This was the
beginning of our friendship. During the ensuing years, we shared our
feelings, we understood each other, and if she didn't agree with me, she
would tell me, there was no pretense, just an honest exchange of opinion;
a mutual respect.
At times during her cyclical illness, I
was privileged to be accepted in the inner
circle of the family. Always in the healing,
she expressed her appreciation for the
loyalty of family and friends. Hedy was
generous. Her support oflocal projects was
anonymous. If plaques in her honor were
placed, there would be many. She was a
delightful hostess. It seemed to me that all
Swiss visitors in the area enjoyed the
hospitality of Hedy's and Alfred's home.
Alfred, the Master Chef, introduced us to
cheese fondue, to our delight, and when the
garden produced, they shared vegetables,
rasperries, strawberries and currents. I shall
cherish the memory of Hedy's blue plum
pies, beet salad and torts ... those delicate Elsie Johnson honors her friend,
Swiss desserts and candies.
Hedy Nef
Hedy's kindness extended to my
widowed mother with whom she reminisced for hours on their European
heritage, her's Swiss, mother's Ukraine. Their recollections as immigrants
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and the loneliness they experienced because of the language barrier until
they were assimilated into English speaking society was sacrificial indeed.
Hedy's time at the nursing home was brightened by the letters and
visits, with pictures of her grand and great grandchildren. She kept a keen
interest and spoke of each with pride.
My life has been enriched by my association with this special Swiss
lady and her family. Often when we parted, I would say, "AufWiedersehen
Hedy", but this time she cannot answer as she usually did with "Mach's
guet" . Now I say, dear friend, "AufWiedersehen."

Mary Groth, From Generation to Generation
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Gonzenbach, N ef Families Gather for Dedication
Many relatives of the Nefand Gonzenbach families were present for the
dedication of the Chalet on June 7.
Present were the three children of Max and Jeanne Gonzenbach ,
Milbank. They are Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Gilbert and Hunter, Helena ,
Montana ; Mr. and Mrs. David Gonzenbach , Derek and Haley , Milbank; and
Mr . and Mrs. John Robel, Watertown.
Also present were Ruth Gonzenbach Colby and husband Ralph , and Mr.
and Mrs. Will Law , Hans and Kelly, and Hans Law and friend , Jeannette
Aldrich, all of Minneapolis. Coming from Osage , Iowa , were Heidi
Gonzenbach Feekes and husband Ron, and Jonathan and Maria Feekes .
Also attending were Mr. and Mrs. Rob Parlanti , Las Vegas , Nevada , and
Mr. and Mrs . Mark Theis, Des Moines , Iowa .
Relatives from Switzerland of the Gonzenbach family attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Hansueli Blattner , Hundwil; Mr . and Mrs . Fliickiger ,
Zofingen ; Hans Gonzenbach , Schlieren, and his daughter Karin
Gonzenbach and friend Matt Moser, Zurich . Other friends of the family
present were Mrs. Alice Doscher , Pierre , and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feekes ,
Rock Valley, Iowa.
Nef family members included Dominic and Margaret Nef DiMare of
the San Francisco area and their children Livia DiMare of San Rafael ,
California; Marc and Marti DiMare , Dominico and Francesco of Boston ,
Massachussetts; and Loren DiMare , Alfredino and Mimi of Auburn,
California .
The five daughters of Rudy and Marilyn Nef , Milbank , and their
families were present: Dr. Philip and Kristin Tanner , William , Gregory ,
Hans, and Rachel of Bangalore , India; Mark and Susan Leddy , Lauren ,
Andrew , and Kate of Milbank , South Dakota ; Jim and Rebecca Heffernan ,
Sean and Alex of Champaign , Illinois; John and Annelies Seffrood , and
Sophia of Summit, South Dakota ; and Jason and Heidi Mischel , William
and Claire of Warren , Minnesota.
Coming from Switzerland to join the Nef family were Jacob Nef , a
cousin, and his daughter Elizabeth , and Jorg and Monika Schmid and Urs
Friih, both second cousins .
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